FACT SHEET
MERCURE ON RENMIN SQUARE XIAN

A comfortable, tastefully decorated Hotel in the very best location

- This Hotel is located in the grounds of Renmin Square, and expresses the unique culture of the region, while providing modern facilities

- Renmin Square is a sprawling complex of several Historical Buildings and has a unique past background in the Peoples Republic of China. It is the premier venue for accommodation in the center of the city of Xian and is located in the heart of the Business and Government district, only minutes away from the shopping street, the entertainment area and the famous Bell Tower.

Accommodation - 111 comfortably appointed Guest rooms

- 84 Classic Rooms - 17 Deluxe Rooms - 10 Mercure Suites
- Limousine Service - Car Parking - Guest Laundry & Valet Service – Boardrooms – Sightseeing tours - Shopping Arcade * - Superb Restaurants and Bars * - Business Centre * - Indoor Heated swimming Pool with glass skylight* - Beauty Saloon* - Health Spa, Massage and Fitness Centre* - All major Credit Cards Accepted – Currency Exchange - Multi-lingual Hotel Staff

All Guest rooms feature:

- Individually controlled air-conditioning
- Mini Bar and Tea making facilities
- Cable Television and in-house movies
- In-room safe
- Desk and stationery
- International direct dial telephone
- Broadband internet access
- Smoke detectors and sprinklers
- Hair-dryer
- Modern Bathroom
- Bathrobe & slippers
- 220v / 50Hz cycle electricity (transformers available)
- Check-in time 2 pm, Check-out time 12 noon

* The above facilities are located at the Sofitel, adjacent to the Grand Mercure, in the grounds of Renmin Square (Opening May 2005)

Restaurants and Bars

- The Mercure Breakfast Room offers a selection of Chinese Cuisine and International Dishes to suits travelers from all around the world

- The Sofitel, adjacent to the Mercure, offers a variety of Restaurants and Bars. You can enjoy Mediterranean, Chinese, Japanese and Muslim Cuisines. The Pub features live Entertainment, Karaoke Lounges, a Cigar Bar and a Wine Bar.
Conference and Banquet facilities

- One Grand Theatre designed as a Conference Room and Grand Opera
- One Conference Center devoted to conferences and Banquet Facilities
- One Ballroom, rectangular shaped and pillar less, which can be divided in three sections
- 12 Multi sized Meeting Rooms, Board rooms and Conference Rooms
- One large Meeting Room and a Boardroom in the Mercure.
- Events, Catering and Wedding consultants
- Convention Specialists
- State of the Art Audio Visual and Conference equipment

* The above facilities are located at the adjacent Sofitel, in the grounds of Renmin Square (Opening May 2005)